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elements.Royal Bank of Scotland is to axe 1,000 jobs from its technology team, just days
after its boss revealed the bank wanted to make more use of smartphones and tablets. The
jobs being axed come as staff at RBS’s tech business are being forced to produce more and

more content for a wider range of devices. “We are planning to shut down many of our
Edinburgh IT development teams,” the bank said in a staff announcement on Tuesday. The
bank will cut about 1,000 roles, a figure that has been confirmed as higher than previously
thought. RBS is expected to report a much lower profit for 2013. It will say on Thursday that
profits have dropped 23 per cent to £1.63bn in the year to end-December compared to the

same period a year earlier. RBS will sack about 800 IT staff from its Edinburgh-based
operations centre. Another 50 roles will be cut in the US, Europe and Singapore. The world’s
biggest taxpayer by assets is also struggling to reduce its UK costs to make way for £20bn

in new capital. Chris Skinner, the bank’s chief information officer, has been trying to cut
costs to keep some of the jobs in the bank after its CIO role was scrapped in March. The

bank has spent £1.4bn on IT since 2010 – £850m of that went on software and other
outsourcing. The move announced on Tuesday will affect many more employees than it
initially said. The jobs for which RBS has lost contracts are yet to be finalised. The bank

could also cut jobs at other sites in Edinburgh, including its office in the city centre. “As a
result of the reduction we will also be reducing the number of people
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